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➔The General Motors Vortec 
8100 V8 was introduced in 
2001 fullsize Chevy and 

GMC pickup trucks, RVs, vans, and 
SUVs as an alternative to the then-new 
Duramax diesel for customers seeking 
maximum hauling capability without 
the sourcing hassles and cost of diesel 
fuel. Also popular in maritime applica-
tions, the nautical version marketed by 
Crusader was branded Captains 
Choice, a great name if ever there was 
one. Of concern to car crafters, the 
Vortec 8100 (also known by its RPO 
number L18, but we’ll just call it the 
8100 in this story) was never offered in 
Chevrolet passenger cars because its 
hefty cast-iron heads and block bring 
total engine weight to 761 pounds.

But there is still a strong following 
among light-truck and SUV enthusi-
asts, even though the 8100 has been 
out of production (for highway use) 
since 2010. And, yes, more than a few 
Camaros, Chevelles, Corvettes, and 
Novas have been treated to 8100 
power at the hands of builders seeking 
something out of the ordinary. These 
guys inevitably turn to lightweight alu-
minum heads from the aftermarket to 
shed weight. The resulting 

500-plus-incher may not rev to 7,000 
rpm like an LS, but with another 150 
lb-ft of torque off the line, who needs 
revs? Check around, 8100 swaps have 
become popular with a host of car 
builders looking for something 
different.

Back to the history lesson, the 8100 
was part of a final wave of domestic, 
gas-burning truck engines that 
included the 1994 8.0L Dodge V10 and 
1997 6.8L Ford V10. Volatile gasoline 
prices conspired with advances in die-
sel engine technology like direct injec-
tion and refined turbo systems to make 
these oil-burners more appealing than 
ever. This slashed demand for these 
comparatively thirsty gasoline power-
plants, and only the Ford V10 remains 
in production today. Dodge pulled the 
V10’s plug after 2003 (except for 
Vipers), while the last Vortec 8100 was 

assembled in December 2009.
While Dodge and Ford added cylin-

ders to get the necessary displace-
ment, for the Vortec 8100, GM simply 
took the venerable 454 big-block V8 
crankcase and gave it a shot in the 
arm. Though not officially designated 
as such by the factory, enthusiasts 
refer to the 8100 as a Gen 7 big-block 
because it borrows from the Gen 6 
454/502 heavily. Call it what you will, 
the 8100 was the result of GM bump-
ing the Vortec 7400/454’s 4.00-inch 
stroke to 4.37, thanks to longer con-
necting rods and a block with taller 
decks. Sharing the 454’s 4.25-inch 
bore, a burly 496 ci resulted. Being a 
heavy-duty, truck-specific engine, four-
bolt main bearing caps are used, but 
unlike traditional high-performance 
396 through 502 blocks—where the 
end caps (numbers 1 and 5) got the 
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The 496ci Vortec 8100 
appeared in 2001 as a 
replacement for the 454ci 
Vortec 7400. The 8100’s 
42 extra cubes, siamesed 
intake ports, and other 
improvements delivered 
340 hp and 450 lb-ft of 
torque in stock trim. The 
outgoing 454 rated 290 
hp and 410 lb-ft. This 
2006 Chevy Avalanche’s 
owner needed even more 
and put Bostick Racing 
Engines on the job.

The 8100 block 
bears external 8.1L 
markings for quick 
identification. With 
four-bolt main caps 
in all five positions, 

bottom-end strength 
is abundant and all-out 

builds can easily handle 
7,000 rpm. Lacking a 
distributor-mounting 

hole, the factory 
crank-trigger ignition 
is retained to fire the 

plugs. The 8100’s main 
cap bolts torque to 

110/100 lb-ft (inner/
outer) at all locations. 

Believe it or not,  
the 8100 block is  

20 pounds lighter than 
a 502 due to its thin 

wall casting.
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More than a few Camaros, Chevelles, Corvettes, and Novas 
have been treated to 8100 power at the hands of builders 
seeking something out of the ordinary.

usual two-bolt caps—the 8100 takes it 
all the way with four-bolt caps at every 
location (like many diesels).

If all of this makes builders of tradi-
tional rat motors drool with visions of 
inexpensive 600-cube torque monsters 
based on recycled 8100 blocks, beware. 
Changes were made to the block’s oil-
pan rails, all fasteners are Metric, and 
the 18-point head-bolt pattern (two 
more than the 396–502) is radically dif-
ferent and doesn’t begin to accept fac-
tory or aftermarket big-block heads. 
Thus, the 8100 block isn’t of much use 
to traditional Chevy big-block builders, 
but as we’ll see, all is not lost.

And about those heads; though an 
assembled 8100 may not look much 

The dominant source for 
upgraded 8100 parts for land 
and sea use, Raylar Engineering 
offers everything needed to 
transform the 8100 into a 
stormer. The Raylar 4.75-inch 
stroker kit bumps displacement 
to 547 cubes using all forged 
rotating parts. Stock 8100 
cranks and pistons are cast with 
powdered metal rods. Raylar’s 
kit uses all forged parts and 
hard-anodized piston skirts 
with anti-friction coatings. The 
rotator can handle 800 hp and 
even turbocharging. Note the 
crank position tone ring at the 
tail of the crank (left).

The Avalanche block’s seasoned bores are 
enlarged 0.030 inch to 4.280 to eliminate 
existing wear. The bottoms of the cylinder 
barrels require modest notching to clear 
increased swing arc of rods. Swapping 
8100s into classic Chevys with manual 
transmissions requires a hydraulic clutch 
actuator. The 8100 block lacks the threaded 
receptacle for clutch pivot ball. 
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The Raylar 540 stroker assembly grows to 547 with the 0.030-inch cylinder overbore. 
Swappers love the 8100 block for its combination of LS style and traditional motor-mount 
bosses. The dual circular holes tapped into the oil-pan rail ahead of the oil-filter pad connect 
to factory-stock external oil-cooler circuitry. The wider oil-pan rail doesn’t accept non-8100 
oil pans. Truck pans swapped into cars are aluminum and require modifications to fit. 
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different from the 454-based Vortec 
7400 it replaced, the intake ports were 
radically reworked. Since its debut in 
1965, the Chevy big-block’s canted 
valves delivered excellent breathing 
characteristics, thanks to the moving 
valve head’s trajectory away from the 
shroud-inducing cylinder wall. But due 
to the need to allow space for things 
like pushrods, water jackets, fastener 
bosses, and intake ports, non-symmet-
rical, siamesed intake ports resulted. In 
short, the engine inhales through two 
distinctly different-sized intake runners: 
two short and two long. The symmetri-
cal exhaust ports are less compro-
mised, but there was room for 
improvement in both areas.

Improvement came from the LS1. 
One look at the tall, thin cathedral 
intake ports first used on the 1997 LS1 
cylinder head will show that their 
designers were fixated on symmetry. 
By focusing on shaping the ports as 
close as possible to each other in 
terms of size, contour, volume, and 
flow capacity, the density and velocity 
of the intake charge entering each cyl-
inder is closer to equal. The resulting 
cylinder pressure during combustion is 
then equalized—as are the spent gas-
evacuation characteristics during the 
exhaust stroke—and a more efficient 
engine results. That the LS1 (and sub-
sequent Gen III small-blocks) are 
potent is an understatement.

For the 8100, GM designers cast 
aside the big-block’s traditional long-
port, short-port intake design and 
applied the LS1’s strategy of making 
each intake and exhaust port as close 
to the rest as possible. With the intake 
manifold removed, the 8100’s evenly 
spaced intake-port openings are a for-
eign sight compared to the traditional 
siamesed ports of previous big-block 
heads. What worked on the LS1 also 
worked on the 8100, though as a truck-
oriented workhorse, GM concentrated 
on low- and midrange torque produc-
tion, so don’t expect to see fist-sized 
orifices.

The big-block’s traditional canted 
valve layout was retained because it 
still works. So yanking an 8100 valve 
cover reveals the big-block’s non-linear, 
“porcupine,” valve-stem configuration 
and stud-mounted rocker arms. Over-
all, GM did a fine job of giving the “Rat” 
a new lease on life. But at 340 net 
horsepower in stock trim, there’s plenty 
of unexplored potential on tap.

The nautical version marketed by 
Crusader was branded Captains Choice, 
a great name if ever there was one.

Stock 8100 cast-iron heads weigh 78 pounds each and are not interchangeable due to a 
front-mounted coolant transfer tube. Raylar’s Big Power CNC aluminum heads weigh less 
than half that and interchange from side to side. Port flow at 0.300-inch lift is 240/176 cfm 
(I/E), 0.400 lift yields 295/201 cfm, 0.500 lift yields 330/229 cfm, and at 0.600 lift you’ll 
see 341/252 cfm. More than 400-cfm flow numbers are possible with the CNC Extreme 
head option.
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Up top, the 
Raylar Big Power 

castings come with 
double valvesprings 

and chromoly retainers 
providing 140 pounds on the 

seat at 1.900-inch installed 
height and 380 pounds at 0.600-
inch lift. Stock 8100 valve covers 

must be used since the bolt pattern is 
different than traditional big-blocks—

more on that in a moment. Beware, the 
stock 8100 is an all-Metric engine and 

its stock fasteners are all one-time-
use, torque-to-yield items.

Like GM, Raylar’s aluminum 
heads retain the benefit of the 
big-block’s stock canted valve 

arrangement, as well as the 
stock guideplates and rocker 

studs. Fully CNC-machined 
107cc combustion chambers 

bring compression ratio to 
10:1 (9:1 is stock). Extra-thick 

5⁄8-inch cylinder head decks 
ensure rigidity; the factory iron 

head decks are 1⁄2 inch.

At 315 cc, Raylar intake ports are 
significantly larger than stock 8100 heads 
(see sidebar). Raylar also embraced the 
LS-style, high-velocity, symmetrical intake-
port configuration to feed its 2.19-diameter 
EV8 stainless intake valves. Manganese-
silicon bronze valve guides and hardened 
steel valve seats are ready for anything 
from trailer hauling to turbocharged 
dragstrip duty.
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Like the stock 8100, Raylar retains the good 
D-shaped exhaust port but with a larger 
135cc volume. Exhaust valves measure 
1.750-diameter and share necked 11/32 valve 
stems with intake side. Both seats feature 
a five-angle competition valve job. Optional 
CNC Extreme heads use 2.25/1.88 valves 
and extensive CNC porting to boost flow.

We recently got a call from Patrick 
Davis, owner of a 2006 Chevy Ava-
lanche, who turned us on to the world 
of 8100 performance modifications, 
thanks to an engine rebuild per-
formed by James Bostick and the 
guys at Bostick Racing Engines in El 
Cajon, California. It turns out there are 
lots of frustrated 8100 owners—on 
land and sea—who need more than 
340 hp and 450 lb-ft of torque, but 

don’t want to turn to diesels. They all 
go to Raylar Engineering for help. 
Raylar is the go-to shop with a full 
line of available rotating assemblies, 
camshafts, valvetrain and intake-
manifold upgrades, and a line of  
Big Power aluminum cylinder heads. 
Raylar’s website even shows how to 
swap an 8100 into a C3 Corvette! 
Let’s dig in and see how Pat’s  
Avalanche has improved. 

The 8100’s LS-style port spacing and 1-8-
7-2-6-5-4-3 firing order prevent the use 
of traditional big-block camshafts. Raylar 
honcho Larry Hofer says he’s invested too 
much dyno time to give away the ideal cam 
specs. Thus, Raylar offers nine proprietary 
performance-proven hydraulic roller cams 
to suit applications from trailer towing to 
turbocharged drag racing. 
This trio depicts (left 
to right) the 203 (high-
torque, stock-idle quality, 
emissions-compliant, 
safe with stock piston 
crowns), the 206 (for stock 
displacement or strokers 
with deep-relief pistons, 
choppy idle, 2,500-rpm stall 
recommended, improved 
midrange and top-end 
power), and the 213 (high 
lift, choppy idle, ideal 
for extra-displacement 

applications, requires Raylar deep-relief 
pistons). We pried, but all Hofer would say 
was that valve lift ranges between 0.500 
and 0.660 lift. Call Raylar to make sure 
your pistons and cam are safely matched. 
Our 547 Avalanche runs the 206 cam. One 
benefit is the stock GM roller lifters can be 
reused if they’re healthy.
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Seasoned big-block builders will note the shortness of the Raylar chrome-moly rocker arm stud assemblies. The total installed height is 
low enough to fit beneath the stock 8100’s pancake valve covers. The Raylar 1.7:1 cast stainless roller rockers gain 18 hp versus stock 8100 
scrubber-type rockers. The top timing gear does double duty as cam position sensor trigger. Three gear and sensor assemblies were used 
(2001, 2002–2003, and 2004-up), so contact Raylar to ensure you’ve got the right parts. The head bolts torque to 55 lb-ft (long), 50 lb-ft 
(short), and with six fasteners clamping the gasket’s fire ring around each bore, the 8100’s gasket seal is unsurpassed in stock rat motor 
block history.

The stock cast-aluminum 8100 intake 
manifold and 73mm throttle-body were 
meant for hauling and suppress airflow and 
power above 4,000 rpm. To complement 
our 547-cube long-block, Raylar offers this 
modified manifold with removed internal 
dividers, port matching, and a 90mm 
throttle-body for increased flow and power 
with the rpm ceiling climbing to 5,000. 
The stock 27-pound fuel injectors were at 
maximum duty cycle and gave way to Delco 
42-pound squirters. All-out applications can 
make use of Raylar’s fabricated aluminum 
Cool-Gap intake manifold or even a vertical 
eight-stack manifold with individual runners 
and ram tubes. When uncorked with these 
manifolds, crank speeds approaching 7,000 
rpm are possible in all-out builds.
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Perched on the engine stand, the completed 
547-cube Vortec mill wears equal-length 
headers from JBA Headers. Designed for 
2001–2006 8100-powered trucks, they’re 
superior to stock manifolds and feature 
2-inch primary tubes, 3-inch collectors, and 
are CARB approved. They cooperate with 
factory head pipes and catalytic converters 
for easy installation. Note the 8100’s coil-
near-plug ignition layout. The white ceramic 
spark-plug boots can withstand 2,000 
degrees and are available from Raylar to 
prevent burned wires.
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The notoriously conservative Mustang 
chassis dyno delivered the news. Jumping 
off from the stock readings (220 hp at 
3,940 rpm and 303 lb-ft at 3,400 rpm), 
the 51 extra cubes, free-breathing heads, 
greater cam timing, and hogged-out 
intake manifold brought 110 hp and 115 
lb-ft to the party (330 hp at 4,600 rpm 
and 418 lb-ft at 4,000 rpm). Imagine this 
monster in a light Camaro or Nova!

Once installed in Davis’ Avalanche, Bruce Tucker and the crew at JBA Speed Shop 
reprogrammed the ECU, then strapped the beast to their Mustang chassis dyno. If you’re 
wondering how a 4x4 truck gets tested on a rear-wheel-only chassis dyno, thank the 
Avalanche’s 4x4 on/off switch! The stock 8100 uses the same ECU as many LS engines 
(PN 12200411 and popularly referred to as the 0411), so reprogramming is no mystery. JBA 
updated the fuel trim, spark table, torque management, and the self-learning properties 
took it from there. Not used in Corvettes or Camaros, the truck-only, torque-management 
function retards timing to protect the transfer case against damage in extreme off-road 
situations. Passenger cars (fortunately) lack this detail.

➔SOURCES
Bostick Racing Engines;  
619/792-3885
JBA Speed Shop; 858/495-3395; 
JBAracing.com
JBA Headers; 909/599-5955; 
JBAheaders.com
Raylar Engineering; 866/496-8181; 
RaylarEngineering.com
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The resulting 500-plus-incher may not rev to 7,000 
rpm like an LS, but with another 150 lb-ft of torque 
off the line, who needs revs?

Tall and skinny, the stock 8100 intake 
ports borrow from LS architecture and 
are virtually identical from cylinder to 
cylinder. The classic big-block’s two 
short and two long intake-runner strat-
egy was a compromise. Unfortunately, 
the 8100’s extreme focus on thin wall 
casting for reduced weight prevents 
meaningful porting work, particularly 
at the short side radius, where help is 
most needed.

The stock, 114cc, heart-shaped 
combustion chambers were 
designed for a 4.50-inch bore  
(the 8100 bore measures 4.25).  
The chambers overlap the 496’s 
bores, which shrouds the stock 
2.190/1.725-inch valves. Raylar’s Big 
Power heads use smaller chambers 
to eliminate the shrouding problem. 
Raylar also added another quench 
area adjacent to the spark plug, 
which promotes faster combustion.

The 8100 head retains the 
D-shaped exhaust-port configura-
tion first employed in 1979. Shown 
upside-down here, the concept is 
good, but the size is too small for 
high horsepower. Each cast-iron 
8100 head weighs 78 pounds bare. 
Since the stock valvetrain is strictly 
non-adjustable, when swapping 
cams, be sure the stock base circle 
is retained to ensure proper lifter 
preload.

SYMMETRICAL RAT: A LOOK AT THE 8100 CYLINDER HEAD
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